MILTON'S reputation in the eighteenth century has already been so thoroughly examined that another article on the subject must seem super£uous.
1 I am however less concerned with Milton and his influence on Jiterary practice than with the development of certain ideas which played an important part in the evolution of Romanticism and readily found illustration in his work. Few of us still believe that the paradoxical interpretation of Paradise Lost set forth by Blake and Shelley, expanded by other early nineteenth-century writers, and given respectability by Sir Walter Raleigh, sprang fully-armed from the miraculous marriage of Heaven and Hell effected by Romantic inspiration· over the dead body -of Neo-~lassicism. · We understand nineteenth-century Romanticism better through seeing it as the fruit of a steady (though complex) growth. I propose to trace and document two minor elements in this complexity which have not, I think~ received much attention: the interpretation of Milton's sublimity, and of his Satan. 2 Such a study should throw some indirect light on our own interpretation of Paradise Lost; but its purpose is to examine the emergence of the romantic attitude from the neo-classical, not in aesthetic theory or literary practice, but in one specific critical instance.
Milton's influence on eighteenth-century-opinion was unique in that he alone among the great English poets was at once sufficiently neo-classical to recommend himself and sufficiently irregular to exert a salutary pressure against inflexible canons. Spenser had to wait till 1754 to be defended in his "barbarity" by Warton. Shakespeare, though loved, ~as regarded as a "natur~l genius" whose achievements were sometimes remarkable in spite of his ignorance of what was fitting. But Milton had written of poetry in terms which were commonplaces among the Augustans; and Addison could set him among the more correct in Apollo's court, with Virgil, Tully, and _others who had "formed themselves by rules and submitted the greatness of their natural geniuses to the corrections and restraints of art." 3 Pa-radise Lost was, moreover, the only English epic which could challenge comparison with classical and Italian epics. Throughout the first half of the century attempts were consequently made to refute the criticism of Dryden and Rymer, that it offended against epic rule. Such attempts could be successful only if the rules were liberalized; and even before Shakespeare's influence began to have its full effect, Milton's ltalianate Neo-classicism was offsetting the more precise French doctrine. In particular he exemplified that sublimity beyond the reach of regular art for which the treatise of Longinus suggested a critical justification. Boileau, and after him Pope and Addison, endeavoured to fit this elevating and transporting quality into the Neo-classical code. 4 Milton reminded the eighteenth century that the effect could be achieved in English.
This influence is already apparent in Addison's Spectator papers on Paradise Lost (1712). These admirable essays require no analysis here; but they provide an excellent point of departure: they established the normal eighteenth-century view of the poem, 5 and they indicate the two chief points at which it was to suffer transformation. Addison set out specifically to examine Paradise Lost "by the rules of epic poetry, and see whether it falls short of the 3 Spectator, no. 160. I have modernized the spelling in quotations throughout. 4 0n the influence of the treatise On the Sublime ascribed to Dionysius Longinus, see Monk, Thf: Sublime; Henn, Longinus and English Criticism, 1934; A. F. B. Clark, Boileau and thf: French Classical Critics in England, 1925, 361-79. 5 Johnson said in his Life of Addison that the essays made "readers of every class think it necessary to be pleased" with the epic. Addison's inRuence is apparent in nearly every eighteenth-century discussion of the poem, in Felton's, Blair's, Johnson's, and Voltaire's English version of his Essay upon Epic Poetry.
Iliad or JEneid in the beauties which are essential to that kind of writing." 6 The result of his critique "according to Aristotle's method" was a triumphant vindication which showed the Spectator's readers that Milton was sufficiently Augustan to warrant their admiration: the epic possesses «all the greatness of plan, regularity of design, and masterly beauties, which we discover in Homer and Virgil." 7 Yet in some parts of his poem· Milton had indulged in flights which could be justified only by appealing beyond the laws and by observing, "with Longinus, that the productions of a great genius, with many lapses and inadvertencies, are infinitely preferable to works of an inferior kind of author which are scrupulously exact and conformable to all the rules of correct writing.'' 8 This observation illustrates both Addison's good sense and the escape from straitness provided by Longinus. Especially in the cosmic parts of the epic, the sublimity justifies the comparative irregularity:
It is impossible for the imagination of man to distend itself with greater ideas than those which he has laid together in his first, second, and sixth books. The seventh, which describes the creation of the world, is likewise wonderfully sublime. . . . Let the judicious reader co~pare what Longinus has observed on several passages in Homer, and he will find parallels for most of them in the Paradise Lost.
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As we shall see, this suggestion was to be remembered, and the idea of Milton's sublimity, especially in the books here mentioned, was to lead to enthusiasms quite beyond the reach of Neo-classicism.
That is also true of a second and closely related method of justification suggested by Adclison. As Milton himself had claimed, there is a magnificence in Paradise Lost '' ml,lch greater than could have been formed upon any pagan system." 10 This Christian advantage begot not only a sublimity but an. originality of invention superior to Homer's, Virgil's, and even Shakespeare's:
Homer and Virgil introduced persons whose characters are commonly known among men. . . . Milton's characters, most' of them, lie out of nature, and were to be formed purely by his own invention. It shows a greater genius in Shakespeare to have drawn his Caliban than his Hotspur or Julius Caesar: the one was to be supplied out of his own imagination, whereas the other might have been formed upon tradition, history and observation. It was much easier therefore for Homer to find proper sentiments for an assembly of Grecian generals It was also his opinion that, because Milton never allowed his sublime originalitY-to overcome his judgment, he kept the balance between "the probable and the marvellous."
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We are to see how this nicely poised judgment was overturned.
II
In general the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries accepted Dryden's judgment that Paradise Lost was "one of the most sublime poems which either this age or nation has produced," but that it was insufficiently polished and not truly epic in subject. 1 Addison's attempt to disprove the negative part of this opinion was not altogether satisfactory . to John Dennis, who somewhat· ponderously linked the age of Dryden and the age of Pope. Dennis was torn between admiration for Milton, veneration of Dryden, and hatred of Addison and Pope (who dubbed him "Sir Tremendous Longinus"). He was annoyed with Addison for subjecting Milton to an examination by rule. 2 Criticism, 3, and Paul, John Denni.r, 151, 194. classical principles. He believed that "Virgil has infinitely the advantage of Milton in the wonderful contrivance of his poem; ... and in the constant tenor: of his majesty and his elevation." 3 He therefore preferred to admit with Dryden that the epic was full of flats and had two actions instead of one; and then to argue that Milton is to be admired above all "for one thing, and that is for having carried away the prize of sublimity from both ancients and moderns. " 4 Enthusiasm for sublimity led Dennis to stress Milton's original and divine inspiration. He had said of Paradise Lost that, "being so very different from what Homer and Virgil had ever thought of, it could not be entirely subjected to their rules"; for Milton's theme "threw him upon new thoughts, and new images, and an original spirit . . . . "
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He surpassed the ancients (according to Dennis's most cherished theory) because of his contemplation of "those divine ideas that raised his soul and :filled it with a noble greatness, which passion expressed makes the greatness of spirit." 6 This statement contains significant implications. It was a commonplace of Milton criticism to say with Addison that the epic was the better for being Christian; but there were two quite distinct interpretations of this idea. For · an interpreter whose religious opinions were based, like Addison's, on a conception of the reasonableness of the Creator and the regularity of his creation, it meant that Milton had managed to reflect the sublime justness of God's ways. 7 Henry Felton believed that "the thoughts which are natural to every sacred theme are so far exalted above the heathen poetry or philosophy that the meanest Christian ... is able to surpass the noblest wits of antiquity in the truth and greatness of his sentiments." 8 Thus the Scriptures were the source from which Milton "derived his light, the sacred treasure that -enriched his fancy and furnished him with all the truth and wonders 157. of God and his creation, of angels and men, which no mortal brain was able either to discover or conceive." The element of inspired originality implied by this statement accounts for the "force and richness of imagination" in which Milton seemed to Felton to surpass Homer; the\element of truth, for the "justness of thought and exactness of work" in which he surpassed Virgil. 9 Sublimity and regularity are thus united.
BRejlections
When, however, the interpreter tended like Dennis towards religious enthusiasm, the emphasis on Milton's Christianity meant that he had managed to suggest a sublimity awful and dynamic. Actually, both views are present and in co-nflict in Dennis's remarks on Milton. When the neo-classicist is uppermost in him, he remembers that the contemplation of Christianity is a contemplation of revealed truth. The poet thus .inspired will be imitating the supernatural, but the result will be like the imitation of nature in quality though not in kind. The ideas of God are just and reasonable; therefore sublime poetry must be just and reasonable; for, said he, in a sente~ce which clearly echoes Milton, "If the end of poetry be to instruct and reform the world, .that is, to bring mankind from irregularity, extravagance and confusion, to rule and order, then poetry itself may not be irregular and extravagant, and must not swerve from rule, that is, from reason." 10 Unfortunately, Milton did seem to swerve from Le Bossu's epic rule and order; and the problem was complicated for Dennis by Addison's attempt to show that he did not swerve much, and by h.is own delight in Milton's extravagance.
Dennis could say of Paradise Lost, "Here is all that is great and sublime in reason."
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But "passion" was also important for him as "the characteristic mark of poetry''; and he believed "enthusiasm in poetry is wonderful and sublime" especially when it arises from the contemplation of the supernatural. 12 In spite of himself he tended to emphasize what was awful and vast in Milton's sublimity. He experienced "infinite" and ({transporting pleasures" at sight of the Alps, and contrasted the "delights consistent with reason" produced by "the prospect of hills and valleys, of :Rqwery meads and murmuring streams," with those "unusual transports that are mingled with horrors and sometimes with despair."U He experienced unusual transports when he read Milton; especially the description of Satan, his address to the Sun, and the accounts of Chaos and the Creation. Of part of Book VII he said that there was nothing so sublime in Homer and Virgil: "The reader who sees the inequalities in it will easily perceive that it derives its greatness from the becoming thoughts which it has of the deity." 14 As the apologetic reference to inequalities suggests, Dennis would never quite allow himself to say that parts of the epic were eminently sublime because they were unequal. With his passion for sublimity and his neo-classical principles, exasperation drove him to term Paradise Lost at once l l the most lofty and the most irregular poem that has ever been produced by the mind of man." 16 But the bolder statement was always on the tip of his tongue; and Pope and Addison drove him to assert that Milton was greater than the ancients because he is "more terrible, more lofty, more vehement, more astonishing, and has more impetuous and divine raptures." 16 Annoyance is a prime solvent of dilemmas; and the Milton problem was · ultimately to be solved for the eighteenth century precisely as it was solved for Dennis. It is much easier to cry with Satan, "Hail, horrors, hail!" than to justify the ways of an epic poet.
III
As Mr Monk has said, "terror is the first of several qualities that, finding no very happy home in the well-planned ... domain of neo-classicism, sought and found refuge in the sublime, which constantly gathered to itself ideas and emotions that were to be prominent in the poetry and prose of the romantic era." 1 This process is very clearly adumbrated in Milton criticism. The rule• were being undermined when the painter Jon a than Richardson quoted a passage from Book I to illustrate the contention that "in writing, the sublime is consistent with great irregularity; nay, Paul, op. cil., 193. that very irregularity may produce that noble effect ... .', 2 His son, also Jonathan, linked to this the idea of religious and original inspiration when he maintained that Milton's sublimest passages are ' 'such as the heathen world were incapable of by jnfinite degrees, such as none but the noblest genius could attain to, and that assisted by a religion revealed by God himself,; and he added, "Himself was his own rule when in heights where none had gone before, and higher than which none can ever go." 3 Paul Rolli pressed farther when. he said in reply to Voltaire's carpings, "All great epic poets have been helped by the senses .. . ; but Milton had almost no other help but that of his own fancy. The whole is almost all imaginary, and as he well says, 'Invisible to mortal sight. ' " 4 And these ideas were found to be especially illustrated by those passages dealing with the fallen angels which, according to Patterson, exceeded ({all human imagination, and all the astonishment or consternation that ever was or will be again." 6 .
In spite of Addison, interest in the Satanic books was almost as great in the eighteenth century as in the nineteenth. This is apparent in the two eighteenth-century translations of On the Sublime, by Leonard Welsted (1712) and William Smith . (1739), who also make clear ~he important connection between Longinus and M' ilton. Remembering Addison's suggestion, the translators take from Paradise Lost most of their parallels to the illustrative quotations of Longinus.
6 They agree that the loftiness of Milton's theme makes his poem more sublime th~n the classical epics, 7 but their passages are drawn chiefly from the opening books or the War in Heaven, especially where these are terrible.
Welsted expressed a decided preference for Milton over the correct Waller: ''Waller abounds with a multitude of easy turns and sprightly strokes of fancy; Milton pours upon us a torrent of , images, great and terrible; in subjects common to them both, Waller is more fruitful, Milton more natural. I have a fondness for one, but I pay adoration to the other." 8 It is by Milton's "unbounded soarings of imagination" that he is excited, especially in such passages as the a· ccount of Satan. Homer's description of the goddess Discord is uundoubtedly very great; but to anyone who has read the prodigious description Milton gives us of Satan, as when he rises from the fiery surge, when he views the host of fallen angels, and particularly when he is apprehended in Paradise, this perhaps will seem but moderately sublime."
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Such indeed is Welsted's delight in immoderate sublimity that he t<could almost be coritent that Virgil himself were less correct, provided he were more sublime." 10 Milton is more satisfying: ''When I view him thus in his most exalted :flights, piercing beyond the boundaries of the universe, he appears to me as a vast comet that for want of room is ready to burst its orb and grow eccentric." 11 Smith is rather more conservative. He was not uncomfortable with the rules, and was delighted by the Paradise scenes as Welsted apparently was not.
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Yet he also enjoyed the terrible sublimity of the War in Heaven, the description of Satan preparing for combat, and, curiously, the account of the Lazar House. Certainly "the horrible grandeur in which Milton arrays his devils throughout the poem is an honourable proof of the stretch of his invention," and their answer to Satan's harangue, "great and dreadful" as it is, "at once displays the art of the poet, gives the reader a terrible idea of the fallen angels, and imprints a dread and horror on the 8 Qp. ·cit., 186.
0 Jbid., 148. l0J/;£d., 186. llJbid., 156. 12 1 cannot forbear to quote Smith's delightful remarks on our first parents: "Adam and Eve are the finest picture of conjugal love that ever was drawn. In them it is true warmth of affection, without violence or fury of passion; a sweet and reasonable tenderness, without any cloying or insipid fondness. In its serenity and sunshine, it is noble, amiable, endearing, and innocent. When it jars and goes out of tune, as on some occasions it will, there is anger and resentment. He is gloomy; she complains and weeps; yet love hns still its force. Eve knows how to submit, and Adam to forgive. We are pleased that they have quarreled when we see the agreeable manner in which they are reconciled. They have enjoyed prosperity, and will share adversity together" (52-3). Nothing could be more fatuous; and nothing could better illustrate the insensibility of the eighteenth century to Milton's conception of the Fall than this reference to it by a Dean of Chester as one of those unfortunate misunderstandings that sometimes occur in the best regulated of families. It is this failure to comprehend the significance of Milton's epic which accounts for the emergence in the eighteenth century, and the, continuance in the nineteenth and twentieth, of the Satanic interpretation.
mind." 13 Howev-er, though Smith agrees with Welsted that Book I is a magnificent example of sublimity, he makes a careful and sober distinction: <'The descriptions of Satan and the other fallen angels are very grand, but terrible; they do not so much exalt as terrify the imagination." .
The distinction is typical of the eighteenth century; but the emphasjs of Welsted and Smith on Hell indicates how the balance was being shifted to favour the dreadful, and how the conception of Milton's sublimity was being transformed from a theory of religious elevation to a delightful sensationalism. The transition from the uplifting and moral to the exciting and stimulating is complete in Burke's examination of the sublime and the beautiful (1757). Burke was aware of the importance of religious emotion in the sublime; but ·he found that quality, not in those parts of Paradise Lost which (in Dennis's phrase) fiJI the soul "with joy and a certain noble pride," 15 but in those which convey a sense of the terrible and mysterious powet -of God or Satan. {(Astonishment is the effect of the sublime in the highest degree," he said; not an awed and worshipping reverence, but a wonder combined with '<delightful horror." 16 The description of Satan seemed to Burke "unsurpassed in its sublimity'' because of its confused horror. "Here is a very noble picture; and in what does this poetical picture consist? In images of a tower, an archangel, the sun rising through mist, or in an eclipse, the ruin of monarchs and the revolution of kingdoms. The mind is hurried out of itself by a crowd of great and confused images, which affect because they are great and confused." 17 This is to say what Dennis would never say; and so it is also in Burke's. examination of the shadowy description of Hell and the "majesty of darkness" which surrounds the most incomprehensible of all beings. Sublimity is the effect of irregularity and obscurity. Rhetoric (1783) are in general academic and conservative; but his view of the sublime, based on Genesis, Milton, and Ossian, is very like Burke's. He distinguishes its effect from the "gay and brisk emotion raised by beautiful objects," insists on its "awfulness and solemnity," and differentiates it from the kind of writing which Longinus and Smith included under the heading but which he terms ((merely elegant." 20 It is not produced by regular beauty but by ideas of vastness, of great noise as of earthquakes and torrents, of darkness, solitude and silence, of disorder, confusion and wildness. Much of this is supplied by Ossian; but much also comes from Milton.
It is '(the daring sublimity of his genius" which is most striking in the ((new and very extraordinary road" which he followed with a "stretch both of imagination and invention which is perfectly wonderful." 21 Instances of this quality are to be found throughout the poem, but especially in the Satanic books. "Almost the whole of the first and second books ... are continued instances of the highest sublime. The prospect of hell and of the fallen host, the appearance and behaviour of Satan, the consultation of the infernal chiefs, and Satan's Eight through chaos to the borders of the world, discover the most lofty ideas that ever entered into the conception of any poet."
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Blair emphasizes Satan even more heavily than had Welsted. In a passage apparently inspired by Burke, he notes that in the characterization there "concur a variety of sources of the sublime; the principal object eminently great, a high superior nature, fallen indeed but erecting itself against distress; the grandeur of the principal object heightened by associating with it 18Jbid., II, iii. so noble an idea as that of the sun suffering an eclipse; this picture shaded with all those images of change and trouble, of darkness and terror, which coincide so finely with the sublime emotion. ~ .. " 23 All the ele~ents of the romanticism of terror are here; but it will he observed that Blair's remarks contain a suggestion not found in the critics hitherto considered. Even Dennis and Welsted, impressed as they were by the Satanic books, did not suggest that their sublimity owed something to the character of the superior and courageous figure for which they provide the background. Blair said with Johnson, "Adam is undoubtedly ills hero" ; 24 but he considered that Satan (tin particular makes a striking figure, and is indeed the best drawn character in the poem." 26 What is more important, he regarded him with a wondering terror not unmixed with sympathetic admiration-an attitude whose emergence in the eighteenth century can. also be traced.
IV
The critics and annotators who preceded Blair were certainly not without an interest in Satan; but they did not interpret his character sympathetically.-Like Addison, who preferred him to Ulysses because he umakes a much longer voyage . . . , puts in practice many more wiles and stratagems, and hides himself under a greater variety of shapes and appearances, all of which are severally detected to the great delight and surprise of the reader," they remember that Satan is the enemy of God and mari. 1 It is true that "there is no single passage in the whole poem worked up to a greater sublimity" than the description of him; but, as Addison noted (and Johnson after him), Milton has taken pains to make his speeches "big with absurdity, so that the religious reader will not be misled by his blasphemy.
2 Yet there is discernible in the early eighteenth century a tendency to humanize Satan, partly as a result of the neo-classical demand for probability and partly because of the contrast between Milton's figure and the mediaeval devil, which prepares the way for the nineteenth-century interpretation.
Dryden's insistence that the Devil was the hero of Paradise Lost has no real connection with this development. a somewhat perverse distinction between epic and tragedy, and does not imply admiration. Indeed, Dryden's remarks tend in the opposite direction when he suggests that a Christian epic labours under a disadvantage in its machines because of the difficulty of making them human enough to be probable. This opinion was shared by Dennis, 4 who nevertheless thought that Milton had overcome the difficulty without making his devils, like the gods of Homer, so human as to be without the grandeur proper to spiritual beings: "The passions and inclinations of the Grecian gods are downright human inclinations and affections. The passions of Milton's devils have enough of humanity in them to make them delightful, but then they have a great deal more to make them admirable, and may be said to be the true passions of devils." 5 It is strange that it is precisely this element ~f humanity in Milton's characterization. which is increasingly emphasized by those critics who were also insisting on the horrible sublimity of the Satanic books.
Already in the edition of Paradise Lost in 1698, Hume (who had no admiration for the "blasphemous boastings" and the "cursed character" of the "Father of Lies whom the Lord of Hosts had in derision") noted the difference between Satan and the traditional devil in commenting on an illustration:
From verse 591 to 594 and from thence to this, the designer of Lucifer's picture prefixed to this first book should have taken the noble lineaments of his obscured and yet glorious, haughty looks. He should have expressed his furrowed face and faded cheek under those lofty brows of steadfast courage and of wary pride, vowing and waiting for revenge. If he had hit these lucky strikes, he might have spared his horns and asses' ears, so unsuitable to the description of the archangel that Milton has afforded him no hint of them.G A similar contrast between Milton and Tasso was developed by Smith in the translation of Longinus: Tasso ... has opened a council of devils, but his description of them is frivolous and puerile, savouring too much of old women's tales and the fantastic dreams of ignorance. He makes some of them walk upon the feet of beasts and dresses out their resemblance of a human head with twisting serpents instead of hair; horns sprout upon their foreheads. Hume, Smith, and Richardson do not sympathize with Satan; nor are they concerned to develop any · radical philosophical or psychological Implications from the figure as they see it. Richardson's devil in rags and tatters is anything but a glorious hero; but he is-as in the remarks of Hume and Smith-recognizably the diabolically heroic figure of Milton's text. All three critics are intent on seeing what Milton has described; and because of the misrepresentation of illustrators, all three emphasiz·e the human quaJities through which Milton makes his Satan probable. As Newton said, he has followed Aristotle's principle and "drawn Satan with some remains of beauty'' and with "some of the other perfections of an archangel" because "a devil all made up of wickedness would be shocking to any reader or writer." 9 sop. cit., note on 1, 600. Yet the emphasis on Satan's probability slipped very easily into a suggestion of his humanity, especially when it was associated with the dreadful and heroic· sublimity of the opening books. When in Newton's edition Thyer noted that Milton, "describing the fierce and unrelenting spirit of Satan, seems very plainly to have copied after the picture that Aeschylus gives of Prometheus," 10 he did not mean to anticipate Shelley's perversely paradoxical reading of the poem, but he gave a hint of things to come.
The emergence of the new view of Satan may be illustrated from the opinions expressed by James Beattie in writing of the sublimity of terror. Beattie clung to the notion that religion and goodness are the true sources of the sublime; but he left the path of Addison and Johnson to argue that "a character may be sublime which is not completely good, nay, which is upon the whole bad; for the test of sublimity is not moral approbation but that pleasurable astonishment wherewith certain things strike the beholder." Nay, even Satan, as Milton has represented him in Paradjse Lost, though there are no qualicies that can be called good in a moral view; na.y, though every purpose of that wicked spirit is bent to evil and to that only; yet there is a grandeur of a ruined archangel; there is force ·able to contend with the most boisterous elements;, and there is boldness which no power but what is Almighty can intimidate. These qualities are astonishing; and though we always detest his malignity, we are often compelled to admire that very greatness by which we are confounded and terrified.u Beattie hastens to add that therei~ no blasphemy in this "pleasurable astonishment" since we regard the figure "not as the great enemy of our souls but as a fictitious being and a mere poetical hero," having no reason to think that the Devil "has really that boldness, irresistible strength, and dignity of form which the poet ascribed to him." 12 But the excuse is a lame one and suggests whistling in the dark; for Beattie, who thinks that "in the style of dreadful magnificence, nothing is superior and scarce anything equal to Milton's representation of hell and chaos," is on th~ point of echoing Satan's horrible cry. 13
• ·-Prowett's edition of 1827, John Martin presents a marvellously romantic Paradise and a Satan who is a youth of great strength and pure white wings, helmeted as an orientaJ warrior, and distinguishable from the angels only by his fearful frown and his gloom of countenance. 1 0Note on I~ 94. ll"Illustrations on Sublimity" in Dissertations Moral and Critical, 1783, 612. 12 lbid., 613. Iafbid., 622.
Blair does echo it; for he adds to the emergent view of Satan the element of sympathetic as well as terrified admiration. Addison had emphasized ''his pride, envy, and revenge, obstinacy, despair, and impenitence"; Blair emphasizes his humanity:
Milton has not described him such as we suppose an infernal spirit to be. He has, more suitably to his own purposes, given him a human, that is, a mixed character, not altogether void of some good qualities. He is brave and faithful to his troops. In the midst of his impiety, he is not without remorse. He is even touched with pity for our first parents, and justifies himself in his design against them from the necessity of his situation. He is actuated by ambition and resentment, rather than by pure malice. In short, Milton's Satan is no worse than many a conspirator or factious chief that makes a figure in history. 14 This is not very far from the contrast noted by Hume, Smith, and Richardson, or from Newton's Aristotelean comment; but in Blair's apologetic selection of the extenuating features of Satan's character there is a difference of tone which arises from the element of sentiment in his attitude towards the rebellious angel-a fact made more significant by his academic moderation. With the transference of this ingredient from Paradise to Hell, the way is prepared for Shelley and the other dynamic Satanists of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Blair is not a Satanist; he thinks Adam the hero because he still believes with Addison in the validity of Milton's Christian principles. But Satan fascinates him, and seems worthy of pity and admiration; and when the principles which Milton erects against Satan (not only in theological disquisitions but in the description of Paradise and the dramatic account of the Fall) have ceased to be felt as facts, there will be nothing to hinder the triumph of the devil's party. Already Satan may begin to assume a further variety of shapes and appearances, stalking through literature (as Raila and Praz have shown) sometimes as Shedoni, sometimes as Manfred, sometimes as Prometheus, to the terrified delight of readers and with little fear of detection.
